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Introduction
● What?

○ Part of larger project on the English Short Title Catalogue (ESTC) (16th-18th century) by 
Helsinki Computational History Group (COMHIS)

○ Aim has been to create a dataset of (book trade) actors present in the catalogue

● Why?
○ Develop understanding of the 16th to 18th century English book trade
○ Opens new opportunities for non-author centric perspective on book trade
○ Enables questions like: “what are all titles published by Andrew Millar, and who were their 

authors?” - and much more complicated ones too, we’ll have a preview at the end

● How?
○ By a collection of scripts with little manual input needed
○ And by content experts: for use by historians who code



Data - What is ESTC?



Data - what is the English Short Title Catalogue (ESTC)?

● Bibliographic metadata, MARC 
format

● Chronological, from the earliest 
printed work in British Isles (ca. 
1473) through the last item 
printed in 1800

● Geographically:
○ British Isles
○ North America
○ British governed territories
○ Items printed in English, 

any part of the world
● Collected from over 2000 

institutions in North America, the 
United Kingdom, Europe, 
Australia and New Zealand

● 483,331 documents



Publisher Statement



An example from late 18th century

(CU-RivES)T173608



Actual data

260 |a Imprinted at London : |b By Richard Field, dwelling in the 
Blacke-Friars by Ludgate, |c 1589.

● MARC XML format
● Data entries are discrete and not harmonized
● Repeat verbatim the publisher statement, separated into subfieds, but names 

not isolated



Method of extraction



Step 1: Named Entity Recognition
● (Minor pre-cleanup before this 

step)
● Stanford NER parser
● Custom trained model:

○ LOCations
○ ORGanizations
○ PERsons
○ ROLes

● ~ 14k lines (1 token / line) of 
training data

● Works quite well for Latin, 
Welsh and French too



Step 2: Roles and relations
● Identify roles of actors in the 

statement (publisher, printer, 
bookseller), usually by a verb, eg.: 
“Sold by W. Bulgin” 

● Identify groupings (which verbs 
refer to which actors, which 
locations and actors are connected)

● Rules based script - off the shelf 
NLP did not work that well with 
non-standard sentences in 
publisher statements.



Step 3: Expand and unify names
● Abbreviation of names very 

common
● Varying spelling and typos:

a. [Alex., Alex, Akex, Alexamder, 
Alexnader, Alexr.] → Alexander 

● Unify names by:
a. Simple translation (like above)
b. Expanding abbreviations based on 

similar time and location and most 
common non-problematic full form (E. 
Allde, London, 1610s → Edward Allde)



Step 4: Grouping and unique ids
● Group names by:

○ comparison with external database (British Book Trade Index, BBTI)
○ role, location (town, district and street), time, first name and last name similarity
○ err on the side of caution (don’t group if similarity relatively low)

● create unique actor object for each grouping, assign unique id
● link the unique actor through role(s) with publication records
● connect with actor data collected from other ESTC MARC fields (100, 700, ...)
● create one unified grand dataset of actors and links



Step 5: Final output
● Two tables:
● Actors:

○ Biographical data, summary data, name and its 
variants, etc. References to external sources (BBTI and 
VIAF)

● Links:
○ actor id and estc title id and actor role(s). Other data 

specific to link (eg. actor address)

History of England (1759)

author publisher

Andrew MillarDavid Hume



Format and logic behind it
● Relational model
● Distinct entities

○ actors and their connections

● Links with other data from processed, 
cleaned and unified version of ESTC

● Output in .csv files stored in a git repository
○ Deliberately not a web service, complicated linked 

data database, or something similar:
○ Robust: aims for clarity, ease of use and 

sustainability 
○ Enables easy further development



Conclusions and research potential



1. Methods for bibliographic data science
● Approach applicable to other similar datasets (which are plentiful)
● COMHIS is already working on other similar catalogues (Finnish and Swedish 

national bibliographies and Heritage of the Printed Book Database)
● Ultimately aim to publish both:

○ processed datasets
○ code and libraries



2. New avenues for study of book trade
● most extensive database of 16th to 18th century book trade in Britain
● enables statistical analysis of book trade evolution

○ … when combined with the rest of the refined metadata from ESTC

● for example, a quick look at the stratification within the trade, from an article 
on defining a historical canon computationally:



Publisher percentiles



Percentiles over time



Company of Stationers

Publisher’s subject topic profiles



Thank you!

Helsinki Computational History Group

https://www.helsinki.fi/en/researchgroups/computational-history

related papers here:
2pm today - Ijaz et al: Analytical Edition Detection In Bibliographic Metadata

2pm today - Lahti et al.: The Emerging Paradigm of Bibliographic Data Science
11am tomorrow - Hill et al.: Patterns of Early Modern Authorship: Using Metadata as Historical Record

https://www.helsinki.fi/en/researchgroups/computational-history


Booktrade actor data coverage



Actor (primary) role counts (10 most common)


